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QUESTIONS
As a coach, it is important for me to understand how you view the world in general and your life in particular.
Although people share much in the common design of being human, each of us is unique in our way of
thinking, ways of interacting with those around us, and in what we want.
Answering the questions below as clearly and thoughtfully as you can, will help me best understand who you
are so I can coach you most effectively. The questions are open-ended and allow you to answer anyway you
like. The questions are designed to make you reflect about yourself in ways that will empower the process of
our work together. You may wish to take a few days to compose your responses. Thank you.
1. What accomplishments or measurable events must occur in your life for you to feel satisfied and have few
or no regrets about your life?

2. What would you like your life to look like in 5 years? What changes would you see to make that happen?

3. What's missing in your life, the presence of which would make your life more fulfilling?

4. What do you think, people are afraid to tell you.

5. What is your life purpose? (e.g. being the best parent one could be ) How do you know it's the right
purpose for you! How does it impact you (Day to day both directly and indirectly'? Do others know your
purpose?

6. If there were a secret passion in your life which you could freely express without regard to money, fear,
obligations or to the thoughts and opinions of others, what would that be?

7. What do you see your role as being in your community. What do you see your role as being on a global
level? Do you see yourself as making a difference? How?

8. If you had only a short time to live and could live that time exactly the way you wanted to, what changes
would those closest to you see? Answer as if you had one year.

9. If you had total and complete trust in your coach, what advice would you give him about how to best
coach you?

10. What else would you like your coach to know about you? ( Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.)

